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PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO.

16' Champlain

S PECIFICATIONS

Traditional Recreational Canoe

The Champlain High-ender, built by the Peterborough Canoe Company, was one of their most popular
designs. Originally built in cedar/canvas, it appeared in their final catalogue of 1961. The Champlain Lowender, with less height in the ends, was built on the same mold.
A good traditional style general purpose recreational canoe. Features a moderate displacement, soft bilge
and moderate rocker - paddles well in the 'heeled over' position. Ideal for recreational paddling (solo or tandem) and light tripping.
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PROFESSIONAL PLANS

FOR THE

CANOE DESIGNS

BY

CASUAL

The Freedom 17 features an asymmetrical hull with a slim bow, a maximum beam just aft of the
middle and filled out stern sections to reduce the resistance. The gently rockered profile lets the boat turn
with ease. Because of the slight tumblehome this canoe is a wonderful solo boat, but most of the time it
can be found heading off on canoe trips with two avid canoeists on board. A fast responsive tripping canoe
that's also easy to build.

FOR THE

CASUAL

© Designed by Steve Killing
Steve Killing Yacht Design
P.O. Box 755
Midland, Ontario L4R 4P4

BUILDER

DESIGN

20'8" Tandem Kayak

This boat has a comfortable feel to it. The length gives an incredibly calm unhurried impression even
when the boat is moving at top speed. The beam of 28.5" provides room for cargo and gives a stability that
makes kayaking in any weather comfortable. Moderate flare above the waterline will increase the stability as
the boat heels. Two water tight compartments with access only by deck hatches provide enough flotation to
keep the boat afloat in the event of a capsize.

BASED ON A

S PECIFICATIONS

S PECIFICATIONS

• Length 17’
• Maximum beam 33.4"
• Beam waterline 31.75"
• Beam gunnel 32.5"
• Bow height 19.25"
• Centre depth 13.25"
• Draft 4.25"
• Displacement 420 lbs.
• Wetted surface 30.15 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 143.8 lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.567
• Weight 45 to 55 lbs

• Length 15'9"
• Maximum beam 32.5"
• Beam waterline 30.25"
• Beam gunnel 31"
• Bow height 22"
• Centre Depth 13.5"
• Draft 4"
• Displacement 335 lbs.
• Wetted surface 25.5 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 121 lb/in.
• Prismatic coefficient 0.543
• Weight 45 to 55 lbs.

© Designed by Steve Killing
Steve Killing Yacht Design
P.O. Box 755
Midland, Ontario L4R 4P4
The Freedom line of canoes are built in
high quality synthetic materials by
Bluewater Canoes, Guelph, Ontario.

© Steve Killing Yacht Design 1997
Lines taken & drawn by Steve Killing for
Ron Frenette, Canadian Canoes Ltd.

STEVE KILLING

Reliance

• Length 20'8"
• Maximum beam 28.5"
• Beam waterline 27"
• Beam gunnel 28.5"
• Bow height 16"
• Centre depth 9"
• Draft 4.8"
• Displacement 510 lbs.
• Wetted surface 32.7 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 145 lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.561
• Cockpit opening 31"x 17"
• Weight 50 to 60 lbs.

PROFESSIONAL PLANS

STEVE KILLING

Modern efficient tripping canoe

PROFESSIONAL PLANS

© The Bear Mountain Boat Shop 1993
Drawn by Ted Moores, Aug. 1993
Redrawn by Steve Killing, 1999
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BUILDER

Freedom 17
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• Length 16’
• Maximum beam 32.5"
• Beam w/l 29.5"
• Beam gunnel 31.5"
• Bow height 26"
• Centre Depth 13.5"
• Draft 4"
• Displacement 325 lbs.
• Wetted surface 24.5 sq.ft.
• Weight to immerse 94 lb/in
• Prismatic coefficient 0.557
• Keel-less or shoe keel
• Weight 45 to 55 lbs.

K AY A K D E S I G N S
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15'9" 'HURON CRUISER'
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BUILDER

BUILT BY THE
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PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO.

15'9" Huron Cruiser
Traditional Pleasure Canoe

The lines for this canoe were taken from an original 'Huron' built in cedar/canvas by the Peterborough
Canoe Company. It was a second grade model in a series of Cruiser canoes that measured from 16'x33" to
18'x37". "They have good carrying capacity while retaining a light draft, and are an easy paddling craft that can
be handled well in rough or swift waters. The gunwale line is straighter in these models and is lowered at bow and
stem, thus offering less wind resistance." The rounded bottom shape may reduce carrying capacity but the paddler
may expect a quick and responsive craft." ...from the 1929 Peterborough Canoe Co. catalogue.
Two types of optional keels were offered; the shoe keel (1/2" thick x 1 3/4" wide) for added protection or
a lake keel (7/8"thick x 3/4" wide tapered to 3/8") for a small increase in directional stability.
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